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Profielnorm BV
Effective tailor made solutions through functional mezzanines
The mezzanine – or (industrial) platform – is the core 
business of Profielnorm BV, specialist in products of cold 
formed profiles. 
The Column® mezzanine is an utterly efficient, solid and 
inexpensive means to enlarge your storage space. Moreo-
ver, the mezzanine is widely applicable: not only in ware-

houses and depots, but for example in production plants, 
showrooms and ultramodern dc’s the mezzanine fits well. 
Profielnorm delivers mezzanines tailored to the specific 
function of the floor and wishes of the customer. This 
product sheet unfolds the technical specifications of our 
profound product.

Product sheet mezzanine
Profiles ∙ Columns ∙ Flooring Boards ∙ Hand Railing 
Staircases ∙ Pallet Handling ∙ Shoring ∙ Accessories
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Profielnorm® mezzanine
Specifications

Profielnorm provides almost unlimited possibilities in 
 loading capacity and dimensions of your mezzanine:

Equally divided load: 100 - 3500 kg/m²
Span: up to 16 m
Storeys: up to 10
Surface: up to 30.000 m² or more
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Profielnorm® mezzanine
Process

The Profielnorm® mezzanine can rightly be called an own 
product: the process of designing, producing and assem-
bling is completely in own hands. This guarantees the qual-
ity and benefits a fast logistic progress.
It starts at the design desk. The engineering department 
converts the measured dimensions into a professional de-
sign drawing and provides it with a static calculation report 
according to the Eurocode 3-norms. The next link is the 

production phase. Our high-tech profiling line produces 
the C+ and S+ sections, the bearing components of our 
floors. With our elaborate welding, drilling, punching and 
sawing facilities we accomplish the further essential steps. 
On the building site our experienced assembly team is 
responsible for the installation of the mezzanine, a specia-
listic job with specific tools. In short, Profielnorm takes care 
of your mezzanine from A to Z.
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The steel construction consists of proC+ and proS+ pro-
files. The own production facilities for this range of profiles 
result in an optimisation of the design, i.e. a proper selling 
price. 
The column construction is manufactured in our factory 

through a welding robot, combined with excellent crafts-
manship.
Our design drawings are always offered with a static cal-
culation according to Eurocode 3 and the specific national 
requirements of the relevant country.

Beneath the mezzanine
Columns ∙ Profiles

The three profile types that Profielnorm 

produces: proC+ profiles and proS+ pro-

files and small IPE profiles.
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Beneath the mezzanine
Profiles

Profielnorm has the following profile program.

Special profiles, in your own application and pattern, are 
deliverable in consultation with our engineering depart-
ment. Please contact us for the possibilities.

Profiling program Profielnorm

PRO Height (mm) Thickness (mm)

C+ 180 1,5 - 3

C+ 200 1,5 - 3

C+ 250 2 - 3

C+ 300 2 - 3

C+ 350 2,5 - 4

C+ 360 4

S+ 250 1,5

S+ 260 1,75

S+ 300 1,75

S+ 350 1,75 - 2,5

S+ 360 2,5
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On the mezzanine
Flooring Boards

Chipboards are modern building components. Through the 
ongoing development in the production process the tested  
boards have become a general application for the Column® 
mezzanines. The boards used by Profielnorm are fabricated 
according to EN-norms and are delivered in P4, P6 or an 
even higher quality. Profielnorm also offers a fire-retarding 

and water-resistant variant.
The top lamination is moulded under high pressure in order 
that high point loads can be absorbed. The connection by 
means of a spring in combination with screws into the steel 
construction result in a solid and functional supporting 
area.

Natural - the commonly used board Natural coated - provided with an single 

our double coating.

Anti-slip marble structure - combines a 

nice look with a non slipping surface 

Anti-slip grey - the anti-slip board, grey 

colored and robust. 

Steel grids - solid steel grids, mostly used 

in industrial applications.

Specials - here a trapezoidal ceiling with 

concrete slab is pictured.
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Safety
Hand Railing

Safety is of the greatest importance to Profielnorm. That is 
why Profielnorm complies strictly with the current safety 
norms and offers additionally a wide range of supple-
mentary safety accessories. For safety, hand railing is an 
important part of the floor construction. 

Therefore, Profielnorm provides four types of hand railing:
• Standard hand railing, implemented with white 
 MDF-boards
• Steel hand railing, for a solid look
• Detachable steel hand railing
• Child friendly hand railing, with steel bars

Steel railing. Standard railing with MDF-boards.
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Staircases are manufactured by Profielnorm in various 
types and dimensions. For instance, staircases are available 
in any desired slope, with various types of steps and hand 
railing.
In other words, Profielnorm is able to provide both an 

elegant showroom staircase and a solid staircase for an in-
dustrial mezzanine. Besides the common 45˚ stairs, Profiel-
norm offers also staircases in international dimensions, like 
the 35-37° variant.

Safety
Staircases

Example of a good looking showroom 

stairs: hardwood steps combined with 

white child friendly hand railing.

Staircase with grid steps. The safety ladder, optionally available.
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In order to guarantee a smoothly going storage process, 
Profielnorm offers various systems for pallet handling:

• Tilting palletgate
• Swing gate, with self-closing hinges
• Sliding gate
• Palletgate with safety chain and treadplate

Pallet handling
Tilting Palletgate ∙ Swing Gate ∙ Sliding Gate ∙ Palletgate with Chain
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To secure the vertical stability of the free-standing mez-
zanine, it is necessary to provide the floor with shoring 
elements. Normally we implement a diagonal bracing 
between two columns. These cross braces are fastened to 
the column by means of a bolted connection. In case space 

beneath the mezzanine is limited or diagonals are unsuit-
able, we apply a bracing column. We connect an extra 
column at an oblique angle to the mezzanine-bearing 
column.

The commonly implemented form of 

shoring: diagonal bracing.

Portal Construction.Bracing column.

Shoring
Diagonal Bracing ∙ Shoring Column ∙ Portal Construction
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Accessories
Elevator ∙ Column Protectors ∙ Mesh Panels

Profielnorm offers various accessories. The most important 
is the elevator, which can be provided in diverse dimen-
sions, in consultation with the customer.
Moreover Profielnorm can implement mesh panels to 
guarantee the safety of the personnel and the goods ware-
housed. Column protectors are part of the accessories too.

Example of a (double) column protector. Mesh panels, top safety.An application of an elevator, integrated 

in the floor. An ideal solution in the case 

of this furniture depot.
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